January 11, 2022
Dear City of Chicago Elected Officials and Chicago Superintendent of Police David Brown,
We are writing on behalf of the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law1 and the
Chicago Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights as we are deeply concerned about reports that the
Chicago Police Department (CPD) currently employs an officer associated with the Proud Boys,
an all-male extremist group with ties to white nationalism. According to the Sun-Times, Officer
Robert Bakker was issued a five-day suspension after an internal investigation into his Proud
Boys affiliation, but the suspension was stayed after the investigation was reopened by the Office
of the Inspector General. As explained below, a five-day suspension is a strikingly inadequate
sanction for conduct that undermines the effectiveness of CPD and strains its relationship with
the community your officers have sworn to serve and protect. The Lawyers’ Committee urges
you to update the community on the status of the investigations into Officer Bakker and push for
systemic changes within the department, including reforming investigative procedures so that
officers such as Bakker do not remain employed by CPD months and years after they have
shown themselves to be unfit. As it currently stands, we believe that the public evidence against
Officer Bakker—including activity he has admitted to—more than justifies his termination.
I. Background
Robert Bakker’s affiliation with the Proud Boys was uncovered in May 2020, when messages
from a Telegram group chat2 of white nationalists that Bakker actively participated in were
leaked.i The group chat, named “Fuck Antifa,” included Bakker, President of the Chicago Proud
Boys Tom Christensen, and three open white nationalists.ii The chat logs show Bakker planning
meetings between members of the group chat, being invited to an official Proud Boys event by
Christensen, and using threatening language to refer to left-wing activists.iii Most egregiously,
Bakker explicitly told the chat he would use his position as a CPD officer to identify and locate
antifascist activists.iv When contacted by local media, Bakker did not deny his participation in
the group chat.v
As you likely know, the Proud Boys are an all-male extremist group with ties to white
nationalism.vi The group regularly engages in violence against people and organizations that
show support for racial and ethnic minorities, women, non-Christians, and immigrants.vii They
have organized frequent rallies throughout the country and have appeared alongside other hate
groups at violent gatherings, including the deadly “Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville,
Virginia in 2017.viii At least 15 members or affiliates of the Proud Boys have been charged so far
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in connection with the January 6, 2021 attack on the U.S. Capitol; the Department of Justice has
indicated in court filings that as many as 40 other Proud Boys actively conspired in advance of
January 6.ix The group is designated by the Southern Poverty Law Center as a hate group and by
the Canadian government as a terrorist entity.x
The published evidence reveals that Bakker was an active participant in a chat consisting
exclusivelyxi of avowed white supremacists and Proud Boys members:
●
“Heathen,” a group chat member whose profile picturexii included two Neo-Nazi hate
symbols — a “Death’s Head” and a “triskele”xiii — above text that said “Blood and Honour.”
Blood and Honour is an active international racist skinhead group.xiv “Heathen” has been
identified as Jon Argumedo, leader of Anti-Antifa Chicago.xv
●
“Sean,” who also had several hate symbols in his Telegram profile picture: overlaid red
and black flags, an “Anti-Antifa” symbol that promotes violence against left-wing activists;xvi the
Celtic Cross, a common white supremacist symbol;xvii and what appears to be a Nazi flag. He has
been identified as a member of Anti-Antifa Chicago.xviii
●
Tom Christensen, named “Tommy Chicago Pres” in the chat, is the president of the
Chicago Proud Boys,xix and was convicted in 2019 of stabbing someone at a concert who had
confronted him about his ties to racist hate groups.xx
●
Nick Stiso, a member of the Proud Boys and also a member of Patriot Front, a white
nationalist group founded after the Charlottesville neo-Nazi rally.xxi
Bakker’s association with the Proud Boys was also evident in chat logs. On July 17, 2019,
Christensen invited the group chat, including Bakker, to a Proud Boys picnic in Chicago.xxii The
event description shared by Christensen advertised that the picnic might have a “tattoo machine
for 3rd degrees,” referring to the Proud Boys’ initiation process.xxiii Proud Boys membership is
divided into four ranks, and to achieve level three, an initiate must get a Proud Boys tattoo.xxiv
On July 23, 2019, citing a tweet by activists outing Bakker in connection with the Proud Boys
picnic, Christensen consoled Bakker, “nobody knew you were invited. I think they’re just
grasping at straws.”xxv Confirming that the antifascist group had correctly identified him, Bakker
said in the chat: “They know my name huh? Well I have gov connects that officially label them
as terrorists and have been in communicqtion [sic] with high police about there [sic]
wearabouts.”xxvi In this message, Bakker not only explicitly invoked his employment at CPD, but
bragged about exploiting his position to locate and presumably harass progressive activists.
After Bakker’s association with white nationalists was exposed, CPD launched an internal
investigation into his conduct. The only sanction, as reported by the Sun-Times in June 2021,
was a five-day suspension.xxvii Despite affiliating with white nationalists and expressing a desire
for violence against citizens he is charged to protect, Bakker apparently continues to patrol the
streets of Chicago as a sworn officer, armed by CPD and empowered to enforce the law.
Bakker’s activity not only undermines public trust in CPD, but also poses a threat to public
safety, making his continued employment as a police officer untenable.
II. Chicago Police Department Policies
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The Standards of Conduct and Rules of Conduct of the Chicago Police Department set out a
stringent standard of professionalism for officers’ on- and off-duty conduct.xxviii Bakker has
repeatedly and flagrantly violated these regulations. Bakker has defied the Standards of Conduct,
which require that officers “at all times conduct [themselves] in a manner which does not bring
discredit to himself, the Department, or the city”; “eliminate any attitudes which might impair his
effectiveness and impartiality”; and have the “moral courage and emotional stability” to “fairly
and impartially deal with human beings.”xxix These same Standards also require CPD to act on
Bakker’s violations, mandating that the department “seek[s] out and discipline[s] those whose
conduct discredits the Department or impairs its effective operation.”xxx
In addition to defying the requirements detailed in the Standards of Conduct, Officer Bakker has
also violated at least four acts specifically prohibited by CPD rules, including:
●
Rule 2, which prohibits “[a]ny action or conduct which impedes the Department’s efforts
to achieve its policy and goals or brings discredit upon the Department”;
●
Rule 4, which prohibits “[a]ny conduct or action taken to use the official position for
personal gain or influence”; and
●
Rule 8, which prohibits “[d]isrespect to or maltreatment of any person, while on or off
duty.”
Contravening these standards and rules, Bakker’s off-duty participation in white nationalist
activity has brought “discredit” upon CPD, and his ties to the Proud Boys and other white
nationalists indicate racist “attitudes” that call into question his ability to treat people of color
and others fairly and with respect. (Standards of Conduct; Rule 2). Bakker has boasted about
using his “official position” to target progressive activists for his “personal gain or influence,”
and disrespected those activists when he welcomed violence against them. (Rules 4, 8). By
actively associating with a hate group and expressing a willingness to use law enforcement
resources not to serve Chicago citizens but to advance the goals of white nationalism, Bakker has
demonstrated that he is manifestly unfit for a position of public trust.
III. The First Amendment and white nationalism in law enforcement
CPD should not, and need not, give cover to white nationalism within its ranks. The First
Amendment protects the right to speak and associate freely and assemble peacefully, including
as a Proud Boy, but not to serve the community as a police officer or other government
employee. As the U.S Supreme Court has recognized, the speech of public employees generally
is protected only when employees speak on a matter of public concern and their speech interests
outweigh the risk of disrupting the employer’s operations.xxxi This balancing test weighs the
employee’s speech interest against the state employer’s interest in “promoting the efficiency of
the public services it performs through its employees.”xxxii When speech and associational rights
are intertwined, a public employee’s associational rights are subject to the same balancing
test.xxxiii
In determining that balance, the state employer’s interests are given particular weight in the area
of law enforcement.xxxiv Because policing requires extensive public contact, community trust,
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and close working relationships, courts may grant further deference to a department’s judgment
that an officer’s actions erode public confidence.xxxv An FBI Intelligence Assessment on white
supremacist infiltration of law enforcement similarly notes that although the First Amendment
protects an individual’s right to express his or her opinions, the government can limit the
employment opportunities of individuals “who hold sensitive public sector jobs, including jobs
within law enforcement” when their expression would interfere with their duties.xxxvi
The likely impact of the First Amendment activity, and how it may complicate the ability of both
the individual employee and the law enforcement employer to perform their duties, is key.xxxvii In
Chicago and elsewhere, a police officer’s badge is a “symbol of public faith” and “public
trust.”xxxviii Courts have often upheld decisions by police departments to fire employees whose
off-duty expression undermines trust with the public.xxxix In one illustrative case, the Seventh
Circuit upheld the firing of a prison sergeant for associating with and promoting the Ku Klux
Klan, including on a local newscast where he was identified as an employee at a state prison.xl
The state’s interests in “maintaining safety and avoiding racial violence” outweighed the prison
sergeant’s speech and associational interests.xli The court noted that a perception of tolerance of
white supremacy would reflect on the entire staff, exacerbating racial tensions and mistrust of
prison administrators.xlii
That an employee’s expressive conduct occurs in private does not shield them from disciplinary
action if the conduct poses a substantial risk of disruption to the agency’s operation.xliii This is
especially true when, as here, the employee’s speech is related to their employment, thereby
directly threatening the employer’s public image. Bakker bragged about his law enforcement
connections to the group chat and explicitly referenced his employment as a CPD officer. He
sought to “exploit his employer’s image,” a factor that the Supreme Court has found can bring
the “mission of the employer and the professionalism of its officers into serious disrepute” and
weighs against the employee’s speech interests.xliv
Erosion of public trust is a particular concern in communities of color, where a history of violent
and disrespectful interactions with police has bred mistrust. Communities who lose trust in law
enforcement are less likely to productively engage with police, which may obstruct the
application of justice and make communities less safe. When an officer affiliates with white
nationalists, as Officer Bakker has done, existing trust in law enforcement is further eroded.xlv
Even the mere perception of police officers harboring racist or bigoted sentiment jeopardizes the
integrity of law enforcement, endangers individual officers and community members alike, and
deepens the divide between police officers and communities of color.xlvi And, in this case,
Bakker’s stated intention to exploit law enforcement resources on behalf of active white
nationalists recalls a sordid history of racist violence committed by police officers under color of
law.xlvii
IV. The City must thoroughly reckon with white nationalism within law enforcement to earn
the trust of its residents
While we welcome the deeper investigation by the Chicago inspector general’s office into
Bakker’s Proud Boys ties, we believe that Bakker’s apparent continued presence on the force
severely impedes the department’s ability to effectively serve the public. The five-day
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suspension that Bakker was initially issued, which it appears he has not yet served, is a plainly
inadequate sanction given the severity of his misconduct; association with white nationalists
advocating for racial and political violence destroys public trust and thus warrants dismissal. As
the investigation continues, we urge you to suspend Bakker, recognizing that his willingness to
use his position of public trust to target those he views as enemies poses a threat to public safety.
After a full investigation corroborates the facts we have outlined, Bakker should then be
promptly terminated. The CPD must send the message that it will not tolerate white nationalism
among its officers.
Law enforcement agencies across the country are addressing racist extremism within their ranks,
finally responding to decades of activism. Affiliation with groups like the Proud Boys again and
again has warranted termination. For example, the Clark County, Washington Sheriff fired a
deputy who was photographed wearing Proud Boys’ clothing and advertising Proud Boys
merchandise on social media.xlviii The Fresno, California police chief fired an officer who was a
member of the Proud Boys and had a history of racist, violent rhetoric.xlix The Pacific Grove
Police Department in California fired an officer who associated with a different anti-government
extremist group and shared social media content disparaging racial justice protesters.l The
Wilmington, North Carolina police chief fired three officers after discovering footage of them
exchanging racist and disparaging remarks.li
It is time for Chicago to act accordingly. We urge you to update the community on the various
investigations into Officer Bakker and swiftly terminate him should the public evidence be
confirmed. While properly addressing the situation with Officer Bakker is a step in the right
direction, we also know that no singular action will repair trust in the department. We therefore
also urge you to seize the opportunity for systemic change at CPD by, amongst other things,
reforming CPD investigative procedures so that white nationalism and racial bias are not
allowed to fester indefinitely, and meaningfully partner with residents to build a police
department worthy of the public’s trust. We are happy to meet with you to discuss the issue and
assist you with this matter. You can reach our office by contacting Arusha Gordon, Associate
Director of the James Byrd Jr. Center to Stop Hate at the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights,
at byrdcenter@lawyerscommittee.org.
Sincerely,
Arusha Gordon
Associate Director
James Byrd Jr. Center to Stop Hate
Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law

Bonnie Allen
Executive Director
Chicago Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights
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